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With the BlackBerry Bold 9790, RIM has shown amazing creativity of bringing together touch screen
wonders and QWERTY keyboard functionality. It is perfect example of ergonomics which only
experienced manufacturer can perform. But weight of words lies in the fact it has been deftly
designed by world famous business mobile phone manufacturer.

Though the device is available in most of the countries on BlackBerryâ€™s store, Bold 9790 on
Vodafone is the destination of those who want to own the device on pay per month installments
along with freebies of different kinds. Merchants are offering the device at Â£31, on a 24 month
contract. This contract over the device comes with free minutes of talk time, text messages and
internet data per month. Furthermore, discount over monthly rental is also available with some
particular plans. Even mobile phones with free gifts schemes are also available on contract with
Vodafone. However, you will have to find some mobile phone deal portal or online shopping portal
where you can get complete information about the freebies coming with the phone. May you can get
Samsung LCD or Toshiba HD TV, Nintendo Wii, Sony PS3, iPod, Bluetooth mobile phone
accessories, steam iron, hair dryer and a number of other electronic items which you use in your
daily life.

As to the features of the phone, it runs on BlackBerry 7 operating system and powered by 1GHz
processor for undeterred performance. The device is a wonderful smart phone that allows you to
enjoy touch screen functionality and tapping on fully QWERTY keyboard. Fully QWETY keyboard of
the phone lies below 2.45 inch middle size screen. The display screen is not very big, nevertheless
it shows off very good imagery. As per the history of RIM, this handset is also stuffed with a number
of multimedia and communication features. Hence, it will keep you update in your professional life
along with entertaining you with numerous multimedia features. Battery is not a problem with the
handset as it comes with JM-1lithium battery that claims 5 hours continuous time and18 days
standby time. So, donâ€™t think too much, sign for BlackBerry Bold 9790 on Vodafone and get the
device along with 600 minutes of talk time, 500MB of data usage and unlimited texts per month.

Get the more Blackberry information please visit â€“ blackberry bold 9900 contract @
http://www.blackberryboldtouch9900deals.co.uk/blackberry-bold-9900-contract.html
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